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Reinsurers seek certainty as Tripra expiration looms

I

nsurers and reinsurers are already taking steps to prepare
for a potential non-renewal of the Terrorism Risk Insurance
Program Reauthorization Act (Tripra) due to expire at the end
of next year.
Keith Wolfe, president of US P&C at Swiss Re, told The
Insurer the issue “came up more than a
few times” at the recent CIAB meeting
in Colorado Springs. Clients are worried
about the future of the terrorism insurance
backstop, first put into place by the passing
of the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (Tria) in
2002.
“The biggest concern we have is making
sure that we have contract clarity in our
reinsurance agreements – and we would like that to extend
into the primary market – of what happens if there is an
expiration or a non-renewal of the Tria or Tripra legislation,”
Wolfe said.
He added: “We’re trying to prepare for what if there is not
a Tria or Tripra legislative backstop in place and just make

sure everybody’s on the same page as to what that means.
Even though the program doesn’t expire until the end of 2020,
obviously any contracts that are written starting 1 January
2020 have a potential to bleed into 2021 on an annual contract
basis, whether that’s reinsurance or primary insurance.”
Insurers are also having to take steps
now to manage the risk of the backstop
not being renewed. This is particularly true
for smaller carriers, who face the very real
threat of a single event wiping out their
surplus without a backstop.
The program trigger for 2020 is $200mn.
This figure has increased each year from
an initial $100mn in 2015. Each individual
insurer’s deductible is calculated as 20 percent of direct
earned premiums in Tripra-eligible lines for the previous
calendar year. The insurer copay is 20 percent in 2020, up from
19 percent this year and 15 percent in 2015.
AM Best has warned that the potential for the program’s
expiration threatens ratings
Continued on page 4

Trisura adds $30mn LP Risk Trucking program
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traded Trisura Group, the US specialty P&C platform produced
xpansive US hybrid fronting carrier Trisura Specialty has
$55.5mn of gross written premium in Q2, with 23 programs
won a $30mn trucking program that was previously written
bound. Only 6.2 percent of the premium was retained, with the
out of London by Beazley, The Insurer can reveal.
balance ceded to reinsurance partners.
According to sources, the LP Risk trucking program has
GWP for the half year was $97.4mn, with a 5.2
moved over to Trisura, which is ceding the
percent retention rate. Top line in the first half of
majority of the exposure on the book to a panel Key points
of reinsurers, which is thought to feature several c Fundraise to fuel growth 2018 was just $8.9mn.
The fronting carrier has also been continuing
collateralized markets including Topsail Re.
c Admitted platform being
to build out its operations.
It is understood that the deal, which was
added
In June this year it applied for approval from
bought to the market by reinsurance broker Guy c Hybrid fronting model
Carpenter, was previously written 100 percent in c Traditional+collateralized the Pennsylvania Insurance Department to
acquire admitted shell company 21st Century
London, led by Beazley.
reinsurer support
Preferred Insurance Company.
Texas-based LP Risk is an MGA that offers a
Initially the platform has 13 admitted state licenses but is
range of commercial P&C products to retail agents, including
expected to expand that to all 50 states.
in the transportation and trucking space.
The addition of an admitted capability would supplement
The addition of the LP Risk Trucking program comes after a
the excess and surplus lines paper it currently provides for its
strong first half of the year in terms of growth for Oklahomafronting services.
domiciled Trisura Specialty.
The parent, Trisura Group, has
According to the financials of its parent, Canadian publicly
Continued on page 4
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program was allowed to lapse for two
he market once again finds itself in
weeks in January 2015.
the position of having to hope for the
But that impact was lessened
best and plan for the worst.
somewhat because insurers were
The terrorism risk insurance program
confident Congress would pass an
– last renewed under the Terrorism Risk
Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of extension. Some policyholders were able
to receive extended coverage from their
2015 (Tripra), following similar renewals
insurers to address the gap in coverage
in 2005 and 2007 – is set to expire at the
while many carriers waived any sunset
end of next year.
There has been little action in Congress clauses tied to reauthorization for some
insureds.
on reauthorization yet. The Senate
But even with such a short term lapse
Committee on Banking, Housing and
some policyholders were forced to buy
Urban Affairs held a hearing on the
terrorism risk insurance
program in June, and on
16 October a hearing was
$45.0
$41.5
$40.3
held by two subcommittees
$40.0
of the House Committee
$35.0
$29.9
on Financial Services. But
$28.4
$27.8
$30.0
$27.0
efforts to move towards
$25.0
$20.7
reauthorization of the
$19.8
$20.0
program are not expected
$15.0
to start in earnest until next
$10.0
$6.6
year.
$4.7
$5.0
$1.5
A lapse of the terrorism
$0.0
$0.0
program would represent
2019
2020
2029
2030
a lapse in lawmakers’
Federal amount
Insurers' amount
Policyholders' amount after surcharge
Note: Representation of how 9/11 losses would have been covered by TRIA had the event occurred in each
judgment. The program
of the years shown (assuming the program was renewed for 10 years beyond its current 2020 expiration date).
The federal government's payment falls to zero by 2030, while the amount borne by insurers and policyholders grows.
is essential to allowing
Source: Reinsurance Association of America
insurers to provide
stand-alone coverage in the private
adequate limits of terrorism coverage
market. It also caused chronic disruption
at affordable prices. Uncertainty around
in some areas, construction in particular.
the program’s future is having an impact
One factor lawmakers may like to note
now, with insurers and reinsurers
is that the amount the government is
contemplating life without the backstop.
As Marsh president and CEO John Doyle exposed to has fallen over time, and will
continue to fall, because of the way the
noted when testifying at last week’s
program is structured.
hearing: “Uncertainty about the future
An interesting analysis published by
of the federal backstop as the deadline
the Insurance Information Institute this
looms will impact the availability and
month, based on a mathematical model
nature of insurance coverage. There is
created by the Reinsurance Association
a strong possibility that if the federal
of America, showed how the backstop
backstop ceases to exist, we could see
would handle another 9/11 in 2019, 2020,
a domino effect of increased pricing
2029 and 2030, assuming the program
across multiple insurance lines, not just
was extended for another 10 years (see
terrorism, with a likely result of major
chart).
marketplace disruption. This trend will
The worry – which will only heighten as
intensify beginning in January 2020.”
expiration nears – is that Congress does
Last time out provided a taste –
not view the backup as being as essential
although just a small one – of what
as the industry does.
life without Tripra would look like. The

How Tria would have covered 9/11
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Back to worrying
about a backstop
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had “retrenched somewhat and coverage
Continued from page 1 downgrades, and
was “already prompting insurers and
for domestic terrorism has increased
terrorism insurance buyers to seek
has asked those with material exposure
somewhat”. Nutter added: “The capacity
additional reinsurance limits and
to provide plans for mitigating terrorism
is really a function of exposures in major
coverages, on the assumption that there
risk in the event the backstop is not
cities. There is more sensitivity about
renewed. “That is causing some increased will be limited capacity available in the
aggregates, and concern about sublimits
private market.” The amount of capacity
demand for reinsurance,” said Swiss Re’s
and looking at various scenarios is a
available in the private market is already
Wolfe. “But it actually is also requiring
common part of the dialogue in the
changing.
them to go out and buy products
industry.”
and protection that they would
Initial allocation of insurance
NBCR coverage is “somewhat
otherwise not buy if it wasn’t for
claims in 2020 under S. 2244
limited”, Nutter said, with a
this debate around the legislation
real concern about workers
being there or not.”
$100bn
No federal or private payments above $100bn
compensation capacity. In addition,
He continued: “So the chance
Federal government
he commented that further
that the legislation does not
copayment: 80%
clarification about cyber terrorism
renew is already starting to create
Federal assistance
Individual
becomes available
versus cyber war would be helpful.
challenges for some of the smallest
insurer
after deductibles are paid
Threshold depends
copayment: 20%
“The uncertainty around the
companies that are subject to it.
on size and number
of affected insurers reauthorisation of the program
We don’t see this as a benefit to
is driving some demand, even
the industry as a whole, because
Individual insurer
at this point in the program,”
as those types of stresses come
deductibles
said Nutter. “If the uncertainty
into smaller companies some of
$200mn
continues it is likely to continue to
them may not be able to make the
No federal assistance
drive demand, notably for smaller
financial equation work to address
below $200mn
in insured losses
companies where there is concern
these issues.”
Source: III-CBO
about exposure to their capital
This tallies with brokers’
and surplus in the result of an event.”
Frank Nutter, president of the
reports about increased terrorism
He added: “And if the program lapses,
Reinsurance Association of America,
reinsurance buying. Emil Metropoulos,
what we would see according to market
speaking at a meeting of the US
workers compensation and terrorism
participants is a real focus on, quote,
Treasury’s Advisory Committee on Riskcenter of excellence practice leader
preferred locations and even greater
Sharing Mechanisms in August, said the
at Guy Carpenter, in June commented
sensitivity about aggregate losses.”
standalone terrorism reinsurance market
that uncertainty about Tripra’s future
Continued from page 1 recently
raised gross proceeds of $46mn on a
bought deal basis by a syndicate of
underwriters led by Comark Securities
and BMO Nebitt Burns.
At the same time a further
$12mn was raised in a private
placement of common
stock, with $10mn allocated
to principal shareholder
Partners Value Investments
LP and the balance to
company insiders.
A significant portion of the
gross proceeds are expected
to be put into Trisura
Specialty, fueling it for further
growth in 2020 and beyond.
The fronting carrier, which
named Michael Beasley as its
president and CEO late last year, secured
an A- rating from AM Best in September
2017 and put its first deal on the books
in February 2018.
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Risk-sharing

As a hybrid fronting carrier, Trisura
Specialty typically retains around 5-10
percent of the programs on its books,
although it can bring in a matching

captive line that can bolster that
towards 20 percent and beyond.
In January this year the company
established Trisura International

Reinsurance Company in Barbados
as a captive reinsurer of its onshore
companies.
In some instances Trisura Specialty
will also front for 100 percent reinsured
programs.
Its book of programs includes
commercial auto, packages, lessor’s
risk, homeowners, commercial
property and artisan contractors.
It will not entertain workers
compensation programs or long-term
professional liability such as medical
malpractice.
Alongside new MGA relationships,
Trisura Specialty has also seen
organic expansion on existing deals,
and new programs from established
MGA relationships.
The fronting carrier is understood
to have seen significant support from
reinsurance heavyweights including
Munich Re, Swiss Re and Gen Re, as well
as Axis Re, Sompo and IAT Re.
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Aon United delivered to US regional insurers
through launch of dedicated unit
Regional Insurer Group brings
holistic service to important
segment, according to its
president, Brad Melvin

A

on’s Brad Melvin has taken the helm
of the firm’s newly-established
Regional Insurer Group, a cross-function
Aon unit that focuses on the needs of
US regional insurers in a wide range
of areas including strategy, profitable
growth, capital, operational efficiency,
and talent.
The group, which is organized around
clients’ most pressing needs and includes
dedicated team members from all of
Aon’s Solution Lines, aims to better serve
regional insurers and support the full life
cycle of their businesses.
“The pace of change impacting our
clients has increased,” said Melvin.
“Sustaining acceptable profits has long
been an industry challenge, especially
with low interest rates. But insurtech is
advancing quickly, changing distribution
and client experiences. Growth is harder
to pursue profitably, especially with
digitally-scaled, national competitors.
Technology infrastructure is a continuous
challenge from a cost and talent
standpoint. And data has exploded,
making these problems more complex
and harder to solve. Finally, all these
issues converge in talent, a top issue
CEOs cite as a concern.”
Melvin formerly co-led Aon’s Global
Reinsurance Clients, a unit launched
in 2014 with the remit of providing a
differentiated service to, and accelerate
the growth, profitability and operational
efficiency of Aon’s most complex
reinsurance clients.
The successful provision of an holistic
service to a client segment is the essence
of the Aon United ethos, and the driving
force behind the Regional Insurer Group,
which will first focus on the US but with
the intention of expanding globally.
Melvin believes this presents a big value
for clients.
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renewals, and reinsurers want to work
with regional insurers because of their
stability and partnership mentality.
Melvin believes that regional
companies will value the range of
products, services, and expertise Aon
can bring to bear in its Regional Insurer
Group. Regional companies sometimes
need assistance augmenting resources
to keep up with the rapid change in
the industry. One area Melvin said Aon
could assist is helping regional carriers
navigate the insurtech space.
“Insurtech has generally moved from a
disruptor model to a partnership model
Sustaining acceptable profits to augment an insurer’s operational
efficiency and position them for the
has long been an industry
future,” said Melvin.
“But the impact doesn’t stop there.
challenge, especially with
Technology changes how you interface
low interest rates
with your agents, and it often brings new
product dynamics that impact a regional
insurer’s reinsurance needs. Additionally,
Solution Lines, to provide a wide range of the data generated through tech
advances creates new needs for analytics
services to regional insurers.
infrastructure. With all that change
“We’re having a different conversation
impacting an insurer, they also may find
around things that are most important
that their workforce structure and skills
to our regional insurer clients,” Melvin
need to adapt to keep up, which can be
explained. “As we spend time with a
a challenge outside of major cities with
company having a conversation about
pools of tech talent. With our dedicated
their strategy, how they think about their
team, we’re working together to help
talent agenda, how they want to improve
solve these issues so that our clients can
the loss ratio or reduce expenses, how
serve their clients better.
they want to grow their business or how
“We have unique advantages such
they want to manage their capital, we’re
as Ward benchmarking and our claims
going to bring an integrated team and
consulting. And Aon is investing in
solutions to those conversations.
enterprise analytics solutions that will
“It doesn’t mean that we’re not going
bring scale and skill to the segment
to be a leader in placing reinsurance
that is hard to create. But the real value
and executing the transactions, but
will come with integration of these
we’re bringing together these teams
capabilities over time.
of people to be increasingly
“Regional insurers have
effective holistically for our
great customer loyalty and
clients.”
deep client understanding.
Melvin says that the firm’s
We want to help them meet
risk transfer offerings are still
the pace of change and get
hugely important. Regional
the benefits of our scale with
insurers will be looking to their
innovative solutions unique to
long-term partnerships with
reinsurers in upcoming reinsurance
Brad Melvin the segment.”
“In launching our Regional Insurer
Group, we are integrating and increasing
the value Aon can bring to this segment.
Like Aon itself, we recognize that our
clients’ businesses are multi-faceted and
have holistic needs, and this initiative
allows us to more closely partner with
our clients, not only in risk transfer, but
also in other key areas such as group
strategy, retirement, talent, health, and
data and analytics.”
The Regional Insurer Group brings
together expertise from across Aon’s five
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Understanding cat is key
to cyber market future
Carriers need to be more aware of the catastrophic
risk associated with cyber peril to help them better
price the product, structure reinsurance and execute
growth strategies in the burgeoning market segment,
according to Guy Carpenter’s Erica Davis

T

he reinsurance broker last month published a
detailed study with risk analytics firm CyberCube
to assess the potential impact of various cyber
catastrophe scenarios on the US cyber insurance
industry.
The study contemplated a series of 23 catastrophe
loss scenarios ranging from critical infrastructure
attacks to breaches affecting the cloud.
It brought together CyberCube’s data schema – which
includes a scenario catalog, probability engine, cyber
event footprint assessment and insured loss engine
– overlaid by a synthetic portfolio of cyber policies
from Guy Carpenter extrapolated to a US market view
representing $2.6bn of premium.
It found that the scenario generating the highest
potential insured loss value was widespread data loss
from a leading operating system provider.
That scenario could result in $23.8bn of insured
losses for the US industry, albeit that the frequency of
the event was among the lowest of those modeled, with
a 300-year return period.

Protection gap

Large-scale ransomware at
leading cloud service provider
by cost component
2%

Data restoration
Investigation and response cost
Legal liability
Fines
Business interruption cost

Source: Guy Carpenter & CyberCube Analytics
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48.2%

49%

0.3% 0.5%

According to the study, the scenario is similar to what
happened with the NotPetya attack, where a zero-day
vulnerability (a flaw in software or hardware that hasn’t
been patched by the developer) allows an attack to
occur that is potentially not covered by existing cyber
defenses.
At return periods more closely aligned with those
that insurers and reinsurers use for viewing natural
catastrophe exposures, the modeled US industry
1-in-100 year cat loss from a cyber event is estimated
at $14.6bn, with the 1-in-200 year cat loss modeled to
generated $16.1bn of insured losses.
Based on the scenarios included in the study, the
likeliest event would be widespread data theft from
a major email service provider, which is modeled as a
$19.1bn insured loss for the industry (see page 10).
The second most likely scenario is a large-scale
ransomware at a leading cloud services provider, which
is modeled as a $11.5bn insured industry loss.
The size of the estimated losses from the modeled
scenarios compares to a premium base of just $2.6bn
used by Guy Carpenter and CyberCube to represent
standalone and blended E&O cyber-exposed policies in
the US market.

“The market is maturing but it hasn’t developed to the
point where it is equipped to handle these sorts of
losses”, Davis told The Insurer in a recent interview.
The former Zurich North America head of specialty
products E&O joined JLT Re last year and is now cyber
risk strategy leader at Guy Carpenter following the MMCJLT deal.
She noted that while there have been many studies
focusing on the economic impact from a large-scale
cyber event, there had been a “missing piece of the
puzzle” when it came to assessing what those kind of
losses could look like for the cyber insurance industry.
Davis also highlighted the “protection gap” between
economic losses and insured losses.
The largest multi-insured loss to date came from the
NotPetya event in 2017, estimated by Property Claim
Services at more than $3bn.
Because of underinsurance and low product
penetration, the bulk of the cost of that loss will likely
fall to the non-affirmative insurance market, with
several carriers contesting those claims.
The report added that the protection gap highlighted
by NotPetya between
Continued on page 10
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economic and insured loss “may only be a sampling of
what is to come”.
Commenting on the current view of cyber cat risk
in the industry in the context of the study, Davis
observed that most actual loss experience so far
has been at the attritional level. “With that limited
event set there’s still a very inconsistent view of cat
risk in the market as carriers look to better manage
their aggregations and better price for the product to
include it. “As they look to design their reinsurance
structures, these are the scenarios they need to be
aware of and considering in their strategies,” she said.
If the insurance industry is to fill the protection
gap, the size of the market and range of its products
will also need to significantly grow. That will require a
greater understanding of catastrophe, or tail-risk.
But with the growing interconnectivity and reliance
on technology at the level of the insured, cyber risk is
constantly evolving and non-linear in its nature, which
makes it “incredibly difficult” to quantify, said Davis.
The executive explained the limited data sets had
been a motivating factor in the reinsurance broker’s
collaboration with CyberCube on the study in a bid to
provide insights and assistance to clients to help them
better understand what an appropriate cat load might
be for the exposure. “This study is unique because it

Erica Davis,
Guy Carpenter

shows the science and transparency behind those
calculations. Because it was focused on being
representative of the US cyber (re)insurance
marketplace, it provides very realistic and
credible breakdowns, with full transparency and
probabilities behind the scenarios,” Davis added.
Pascal Milliare, CEO of CyberCube, said that
through improved data and enhanced analytics,
(re)insurers can achieve a more granular understanding
of catastrophic scenarios, which would allow them
to appropriately allocate capital and develop more
nuanced underwriting strategies.
“Only by adopting a robust, modeled, forward-looking
view of cyber catastrophe risk can we ensure the
ongoing development of a sustainable and profitable
cyber insurance market,” he commented.

The five major contributing catastrophe scenarios are:

c L ong-lasting outage at a leading cloud service provider ($14.3bn
loss)
c Large-scale cloud ransomware at a leading cloud services provider
($11.5bn loss)
c Widespread data loss from a leading operating system provider
($23.8bn loss)
c Widespread theft from major email service provider ($19.1bn loss)
c Large-scale data loss from cloud service provider ($22.2bn loss)

Business interruption drives loss scenarios
The findings of the study reveal that
while the cost components of each of
the scenarios considered vary, business
interruption (BI) costs are a common
trait that accounts for a significant
proportion of the overall catastrophe
costs.
“The BI components of cyber
insurance have evolved rapidly in
the last few years and the take-up
by purchases has increased as the
awareness of the criticality of systems
has grown,” said the report.
“The low-frequency and high-severity
aspects of catastrophic BI events affirm
this improving understanding of these
exposures,” it continued.
BI costs would account for 94.4
percent of the overall insured losses
of $23.8bn from the costliest scenario
modeled for the study – a widespread
data loss from a leading operating
system provider.
Such a systemic scenario would
likely involve cyber criminals looking
to exploit a vulnerability in a popular
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operating system, disrupting all
computers that run it causing widescale
downtime and lost data.
BI would also account for 92.0 percent
of modeled losses from a long-lasting
outage at a cloud service provider – a
scenario modeled with insured losses
of $14.3bn. The report noted that
industrial control systems, just-in-time
supply chain management and critical
customer interfaces are increasingly
reliant on cloud technology and should
be considered when assessing potential
insureds. BI would contribute 83.9
percent of the $22.2bn of insured losses
modeled for a large-scale data loss from
a leading service provider.
For the second likeliest modeled
scenario – a large-scale cloud
ransomware at a leading cloud service
provider – BI would account for just
under half (49.0 percent) of modeled
insured losses.
But for the likeliest modeled scenario
– widespread theft from a major email
service provider – only 8.7 percent of the

$19.1bn modeled insured losses would
be driven by BI, with the bulk of losses
relating to investigation and response
costs (64.7 percent), and legal liability
(25.2 percent).

Financial firm concentration

As well as a significant BI element
across several of the costliest modeled
scenarios, the study revealed that on an
industry basis, financial firms are most
impacted by systemic cyber events.
“The accumulation of insured loss
among financial firms is reflective of the
buying patterns of this sector, with large
banks and other financial firms driving
some of the highest adoption rates of
any industry sector.
“These companies also represent
lucrative targets and therefore attract
greater attention and loss potential,”
said the report.
It also noted that large companies,
with revenues greater than $1bn,
regardless of industry sector, represent
roughly 75 percent of the insured loss.
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How is demand for reinsurance changing as insurers
look to manage earnings volatility?

DAY 3

Leading executives share their views on
how reinsurance demand is changing and
the impact of broker consolidation…

cost-effective coverage. Conversely, other cedants not
viewed with that same lens are required to implement
more comprehensive risk limiting features into their
contracts, such as coverage restrictions, occurrence
deductibles, and higher attachment points.

Jason Busti: Since around 2012, we have seen a
significant shift by many insurers away from earnings
protection to focus more on capital protection. That
has resulted in smaller quota shares, higher attaching
Axel Freiboth: Right now the appetite is pretty stable
XoLs and corporate covers that haven’t necessarily been
and we don’t see any significant changes in buying
designed to protect business units, but rather to protect
behavior or risk appetite. I think buyers are looking at
the holistic capital of insurance companies. We are now
the current rate momentum and saying it’s going in the
experiencing a situation in which many lines of business
right direction.
have been experiencing significant increases in the
Aggregate covers were very fashionable for the last
frequency of severity of claims and losses.
couple of years, but they did not necessarily perform
As (re)insurers have been experiencing a lengthy
that well for the seller. For those companies that still
period of earnings volatility, there is now a pronounced
performed and barely tapped into the aggregate covers
focus on earnings stability. As a result, reinsurers are
things will probably stay the same. It’s a great tool for
seeing significant interest in lower attaching risk and
them to manage earnings volatility. But it’s got to be at
aggregate covers, adverse development covers, and
a rate level that works for
lower attachment points on
both sides.
some cat placements.
We believe that clients
Reinsurers are seeing significant interest in lower
John Jenkins: There are
will continue to look for
attaching risk and aggregate covers, adverse
certainly not many people
customization of solutions
development covers, and lower attachment points telling us they want to buy
that meet their specific
less. People are buying
needs. Ultimately, reinsurers
on some cat placements
more, but it depends what
need to make decisions
Jason Busti, president of North America, Axis Re
their needs are, whether
on how to support clients
that be capital relief, or
while also managing a good
more quota share, more
construction of their own
excess of loss, or maybe lowering retentions.
portfolios.
The trend of recent years for carriers to increase
retentions means they have been impacted by midWill Cheney: Over the past several years we have
level losses and that’s hitting their returns. There’s a
seen an increased demand from cedants to purchase
lot of talk about aggregate structures too, and casualty
earnings protection covers. Determining and designing
clash. We’re more willing to do the latter for smaller
an appropriate risk transfer product to protect earnings
companies running smaller types of risk. But it’s a
is challenging because there is a delicate balancing act
difficult product to offer for large commercial risks in
between the company’s strategic objectives and the cost
the US.
of an efficient product. As we have witnessed reinsurers
With aggregates, a lot of people would like to have
differentiate cedants in the broader market, this theme
them, but when they see what the actual cost is the
also persists in earning protection covers whereby best
discussion often goes away.
in class cedants are able to obtain broader and more
Continued on page 14
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Lisa Butera: Climate change is resulting in an increased
frequency and severity of secondary perils, where
there tends to be less alignment between insurers’ and
reinsurers’ understanding of the risks.
Liability insurance costs also continue to increase
while technology is forcing re/insurers to change their
business models to meet customer expectations.
This unpredictability has generated a wide array of
client needs with many asking for additional reinsurance
and structured transactions. On the solutions front,
clients feel urgency to innovate. We expect the high level
of client demand to continue into 2020.

Insurers and reinsurers will have fewer intermediaries
to work with so perhaps be more streamlined. However,
there still remains competition and new start up
brokerage firms can potentially create pressure on the
market.
Jim Bradshaw: The value and effectiveness of a
reinsurance broker is a function of the quality and
character of its people, so it’s appropriate to consider
your question within that context. As such, I can see
potential positives and negatives for insurers and
reinsurers in reinsurance broker consolidation. Which
one “wins out” will very much depend on who is being
consolidated. On the positive side, I can see real
benefits for clients and markets in the consolidation
of like-minded culturally aligned organizations. The
introduction of new tools and resources, broader
perspectives, operational efficiencies and enhanced
collaboration are all positives for any client or
reinsurer. On the downside, there is real potential for
disruption if the groups being brought together are
not culturally aligned, don’t have common goals and
objectives or are just unwilling to play together as a
team. I do believe in this example the disruption for
insurers and reinsurers is temporary as people will
either adapt to their new home and find a way to make
things work or move themselves and their business to
somewhere more suited to their needs.

Is reinsurance broker consolidation a positive or
negative for insurers and reinsurers?

John Jenkins: We have very good relationships with all
the major brokers, but every time we see consolidation
happen we’re not so convinced it’s a good thing. I’d say
the same thing if Scor was one of the last five standing
reinsurers – it might be good for me, but I don’t think it’s
really good for the market, for the clients.
I think diversification is good for the market in general
and a couple more strong brokers would not be a bad
thing. That said, it is hard for a start-up broker, the
barriers of entry are high with the cost of analytics and
need to offer services.
Axel Freiboth: As a dedicated broker market, diversity
certainly helps. On the other hand, we work very well
with all the existing players in the market, so we don’t
yet see it as a threat.
If it continues at an increased pace then we have to
look at the support ceding companies and reinsurers
get from the brokers and whether those services will be
provided in the same way with further consolidation. We
always favor diversity.

Erik Soria: The consolidation and its impact to both
insurance carriers and reinsurers is neutral in terms
of service, quality of deals, placements teams and
opportunities. Small start-up insurance programs get
enough attention from smaller boutique brokerages,
and the larger clients are over-serviced by all of the
value-add the larger brokers are required to do these
days. What I find more interesting and impactful than
the M&A is the recent movement of teams. There is a
bullishness amongst brokers that rates are increasing,
which will boost premium bases and in turn, increase
brokerage. I see the broker market positioning
themselves for a run, and that, coupled with buyers
buying more reinsurance, is a great opportunity for all
of us.

Lisa Butera: With any consolidation comes both
challenges and opportunities. Often there is dislocation
at the buyer and seller companies. We see key brokers
moving shop to competing brokers; we see start up
scenarios; we see the acquiring brokers gaining more
scale and market share in some cases.
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Steering
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horizons
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president
and CUO of
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Reinsurance

Executives gathered at The Insurer’s Monte Carlo roundtable to discuss challenges
and opportunities in the sector, including the rapidly shifting casualty market

I

n the wake of record catastrophe years in 2017 and
Re, echoed Rhoads’ frustration, noting that while the
2018, with adverse claims development or “loss creep”
reinsurance giant saw some 17 percent of growth across
eating into carriers’ reserves and chipping away at
its entire portfolio at July renewals, only 2 percent of
profitability, roundtable participants said an almost
that could be attributed to rate movement.
disproportionate level of attention has been paid to
He said the reinsurer had seen some improvement
performance in the property cat sphere, eclipsing
in casualty, but that rates were fairly stable.
casualty performance which is also in need of
The executive also commented on growth
remediation.
opportunities on Swiss Re’s book of business.
Jed Rhoads, president and chief underwriting
That included the possibility of growth outside of
officer at Markel Global Reinsurance, said: “General
peak property cat perils, to secondary perils, as well
industry sentiment is that rate levels for property
as in specialty lines.
and casualty reinsurance are relatively
“Most people would agree there are
comparable.
many opportunities in these lines and the
“We love talking about property and retro
We love talking about secondary perils,” Schuh said.
because it’s topical, but the sad reality is
“The nat cat protection gap doesn’t just
property and retro
that I could make a very good argument that
exist in the areas typically covered by the ILS
because its topical, but market or reinsurers, but also elsewhere and
casualty reinsurance is arguably less rate
adequate than property.”
the sad reality is that I that protection gap also needs to be closed,”
He said that at mid-year renewals there
added
could make a very good heBoth
had been some rate improvement across
Rhoads and Schuh agreed that while
argument that casualty alternative capital played a part in driving
the portfolio, but not as much as had been
hoped for.
reinsurance is arguably the market, the responsibility for pushing
The executive said that by his firm’s
pricing and terms lies with the rated
less rate adequate than better
calculations there had been around $40bn
balance sheet players that account for the
property
of reserve creep for cat losses alone, not
bulk of the reinsurance market.
allowing for additional deterioration on
Over-reliance on property cat performance
Jed Rhoads
casualty books, as he expressed his surprise
to the detriment of focusing on casualty
that the market had not reacted to push
was a theme that resonated throughout the
more rate.
executives’ discussion during The Insurer’s
Eric Schuh, global head of P&C solutions at Swiss
roundtable.
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readjust their reinsurance strategies in pursuit of
Laurent Montador, deputy chief executive of French
profitable returns.
state-backed carrier CCR’s open market reinsurance
“In the casualty market, you’ve seen reserve releases
business, CCR Re, said the preoccupation with property
over the last five years that have probably propped
cat in the market had resulted in a “disconnection” in
up an awful lot of people’s results. Now those
the casualty space on rates.
are drying up and in the casualty market, on the
“Casualty rates are very far below where they
primary lines, we’re seeing some significant rate
should be considering discounting long term
increases,” Jago said.
risks in a very low-interest rates environment,”
He said reinsurers have played a significant part
Montador said.
in directing the market back towards a sustainable
“There’s a growing disconnection between casualty
footing on the casualty front.
underwriting and other lines of business in terms of
“The reinsurance market is responding
asset and liability management,” he added.
quite sensibly… I think that’s what we
The theme of interest rates was echoed by
several participants on the roundtable – as
The nat cat protection saw in June and July, there was far more
in terms of the partners that the
was the question of whether underlying rate
gap doesn’t just exist selectivity
reinsurers were choosing, both in property
increases in casualty are keeping pace with
in the areas typically and casualty,” Jago explained.
loss costs.
He expanded: “Reinsurance has played
covered by the ILS
a
big
part this year in helping primary
Lessons learned
market
or
reinsurers,
companies,
as they look to rearrange
Pockets of opportunity in casualty, however,
but also elsewhere and their portfolios… providing a stop-gap for
do exist for vigilant carriers that can learn
companies in reformation,
from the past, Willis Re’s global chairman,
that protection gap
who have a clear view on how they will
Paddy Jago, countered.
also needs to be closed move
things forward but need reinsurance
“Over the last 20 years, the casualty market
Eric Schuh
partners to help provide a back stop
has probably been responsible for about
to some of the problems, whilst they
80 percent of the insolvencies of insurance
sort themselves out.” This sentiment was
companies,” he said.
echoed by Ryan Mather, Argo Group’s global head of
While conditions have generally been tough, the tide
reinsurance, who said he was positive the upcoming 1.1
appears to be turning. Tightening market conditions
renewal season would bring
Continued on page 18
were, perhaps, the spur needed to push players to
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good news for reinsurers.
“I’m optimistic things are going to get
better at 1.1, beyond loss-affected lines,” he
said.
“My sense is that underwriters have gone
back to underwriting for the first time in a
number of years. They are picking clients,
products, levels, but finally they are picking
the price,” he added.
Looking forward to 1.1, Jago said he
anticipates that solid relationships between
reinsurers and the primary market will be
crucial in steering the casualty ship back
towards more profitable horizons.
“In the casualty reinsurance market, for
some cedants, you’re hardly going to solve
50 points of loss ratio problems by fiddling
with 5 points of ceding commission,” he
said, pointing towards a gaping loss ratio
difference between the top and bottom
performers.
The reinsurance market, in particular,
will need to maintain the same levels of
selectivity as seen at mid-year renewals,
which “comes back to picking the client,
picking the people who fundamentally have
demonstrated that they haven’t got it wrong
in the past, or so wrong as others,” Jago
explained.
He continued: “I think the sensible
reinsurers are going to have a more
disciplined response, and will be looking to
back the right people, having collectively
examined what they’re going to do through
this evolving period in our industry.”
Looking at broader macroeconomic
factors, Axis Re’s chief underwriting officer,
Megan Thomas, said that a changing
environment – with litigation-related losses
increasing in both frequency and severity,
particularly in the US – is bearing down on
casualty performance and driving a state of
anxiety among (re)insurers in the space.
Significant recent casualty events include
the $757mn MGM settlement with insurers; the
PG&E fallout; the spread of opioid exposures
to ancillary and even remote insureds;
James River’s early Uber cancellation; the
surge in D&O litigation; the huge inflation of
“attritional” jury awards and settlements; and
the crunch in the RPG segment of the hab
market.
Faced with an ever-lengthening list of
casualty woes, “risk selection and pricing
is really important,” Thomas said, pointing
towards a fundamental need for rates to
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increase. “We’ve definitely got to increase
focus on that,” Thomas continued. “There’s
just so much uncertainty and I think too
much reliance on model or actuarial
outputs can be dangerous.”

Low interest rates

In the casualty market,
you’ve seen reserve
releases over the last
five years that have
probably propped up
an awful lot of people’s
results. Now those are
drying up and in the
casualty market, on
the primary lines, we’re
seeing some significant
rate increases
Paddy Jago

My sense is that
underwriters have gone
back to underwriting
for the first time in a
number of years. They
are picking clients,
products, levels, but
finally they are picking
the price
Ryan Mather

AdvantageGo’s chief operating officer, John
Racher, agreed that underwriting discipline
must be a core focus – particularly in light
of declining interest rates, which mean that
investment returns can no longer be the
Band-Aid applied to the cracks of poorlyperforming portfolios.
“That return on capital probably isn’t
coming in from other sources, so people are
looking to their underwriters to generate
the revenue,” he added.
Thomas added that more sophistication
is required to correct the market.
“It’s not been an industry that’s ever
got any inflationary increases into the
pricing, it’s just been very capacity-driven.
I do think it needs to have a bit more of a
sophisticated approach,” she said.

Data and efficiency

For Montador, an efficiency drive in the
casualty market – to refresh-long tail
policies that were written decades ago – is
the way forward.
“You can change the way we deal with
long-tail claims so we don’t have to wait
for 10 or 15 years, because that’s too late,”
Montador said.
“What we need are quicker reactions to
the losses that are coming,” he explained.
“It’s about finding a way to shorten the
tail in countries where that is possible – like
France – and saying let’s finalise it with a
pre-agreed commutation or sunset clause,
especially when the legal environment has
changed.”
Montador suggested that such policies
could be changed “retro-actively”.
Meanwhile president of AIR Worldwide, Bill
Churney, maintained that better data is the
key to making better underwriting decisions,
as tools and services improve.
“We have a suite of casualty models, but
the starting point has been ‘let’s get arms
around the exposure data’... then you can
potentially move on to different ways to
analyse the portfolio, which may help solve
some of the challenges in the market,” he
concluded.
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